CAUCUSING – WHAT IT IS
& WHY IT MATTERS

WHAT IS CAUCUSING AND
WHY IT IS USED?

Many find it awkward to break into separate groups but there
are valid reasons for this practice. Each individual group
has its own tasks. In self identifying white
caucus groups the task is to increase
their understanding of racism,
white privilege and finding ways
to create spaces that are
“In my experience of 24 years of
inclusive of others outside
facilitating racial justice work, I have found
of the dominant majority.
that it is not helpful to put together in the
For people of color,
same room folks who have had racism aimed at
the task is different
them all their lives and folks who haven’t had to
as it provides an
think about it very much, if at all. The latter group,
opportunity to start
white people, need a place to start thinking and
the process of
feeling about it, a space for using prajña (insight) to
healing by working
to identify and
discover how white conditioning, through no choice
unpack the racial
of their own, has been embedded in their ego. There
trauma from having
is no white person in North America who does not
to be engaged in
have white conditioning.”
acts of racism. All
—Robert Horton, Co-Founder: The UNtraining:
the caucuses work on
Healing Personal & Social Oppressions
healing and liberation.
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A caucus is a group of people who share a certain mindset or
similar concerns and gather to share their personal views and
seek solutions. Caucusing occurs in many situations, from
legislative bodies to families. For the purpose of DEI, caucusing is
a powerful anti-racist tool in which people work within their own
self identifying groups to create a space in which vulnerability and
courage are elevated to the forefront as individuals seek to do the
“I” work. Caucusing should be seen as a tool, not as a goal. Most
organizations that have started the anti racism journey need this
crucial piece to set the stage for meaningful dialogue to continue.

At LTHJ Global, we take a
human centered approach
and use a mixture of trauma
focused care to provide a space
where individuals can start to
do the “I” work that allows them
to begin to be able to do “we”
or “us” work. We believe that
employees are in a “marriage”
with their employers and
sometimes this relationship
leads to interactions that are
not healthy for both parties. In
some cases, the worksite can
become something akin to an
abusive relationship. There is
a distinct cycle that occurs in
which everything is calm until
the unthinkable is said or done, then everyone tries to clean it up
and smooth it over, making small steps to insure that it doesn’t
happen again only for it to reoccur, this cycle makes it difficult for
marginalized populations to believe that change can occur.
The trauma embedded within this pattern often leads to
decreased self worth, inability to self advocate and conflict with
others. Caucusing is often the first step for individuals to be in
a space to start to unpack and move towards healing by finding
their voice and gaining support from their cohorts.
Many people of color or other marginalized populations are
exhausted from having to educate and provide examples for
those in power of how racism shows up for them on interpersonal
and organizational levels.
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OUR APPROACH TO
CAUCUSING AND WHY
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HOW TO KNOW IF YOU NEED CAUCUSING
AND HOW TO GET STARTED

The benefits of caucusing outweighs the hesitancy. Whether it is a self -identifying white person
that finally recognizes their privilege and feels ready to change the way they interact with others or a
BIPOC person who has realized that it is exhausting to “code switch” on a daily basis and find ways
to use their authentic self to be accepted in their workplace. It is important to create a safe space
that allows for the healing to begin and for the avenues to be opened for intentional dialogue.
Racial identity caucuses have improved individual and collective ability to talk about race and help
individuals bring their authentic selves. It allows an organization and its employees to normalize
difficult conversations and feel empowered to name the “elephant in the room.” This component
is directly aligned with an organization providing a commitment to move forward towards a more
inclusive environment.

Safe conversations, led by a
trauma-informed facilitator
An opportunity for those who
share a common identity to
meet separately to gather,
connect, and learn

WHAT IT IS
NOT
A venting session with no
purpose
A closed session to gossip
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WHAT IT IS

THE NEXT STEPS
TOWARDS STARTING
THIS IMPORTANT
WORK IS TO
Identify the appropriate facilitator
Set realistic expectations
Create systems that will move towards
continued space for honest dialogue

WHAT TO EXPECT
Beginning in 2014, The Colorado Trust (the Trust)
funded a health equity advocacy cohort consisting of
18 direct service, community organizing and policy advocacy
organizations, as well as the Trust and an evaluator. The cohort
decided, after much reflection, to focus on racial equity, and
over the past two years, cohort members have participated in
race-based caucusing. A 2019 report describes the process and
shares feedback from surveys on the experience.
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Employees need
space to show up
in their authentic
selves and be in
community with
their cohorts.

AMONG THE FINDINGS:
“Participants in both caucuses shared that they have a deeper,
more nuanced understanding of race and racism as a result of
their caucusing experience … (P)participants emerged better
able to contextualize their experiences of race and racism in new
ways, and better able to recognize the impact of race and racism
on themselves and others.”
“Members of both caucuses, on average, made substantial
progress in terms of their ability to recognize their power and
move past their own resistances to addressing or confronting
racism.”
“Survey responses revealed substantial progress across all
caucus members in their ability to identify systems of racial
oppression and in their motivation to confront oppressive
structures and systems.”
We encourage work beginning with racial identity caucuses or
racial affinity groups within organizations looking to take their
commitment to DEI to the next level. There is also a need to
identify spaces with an intersectional lens (sexual orientation,
gender, organizational power, etc.).
If the goal of your organization is to co-create a more equitable
place then steps towards decolonizing the ways that your
organization functions must take place. Employees need space to
show up in their authentic selves and be in community with their
cohorts. While it may be uncomfortable, it is necessary.
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